Definition of a new maze paradigm for the study of spatial behavior in rats.
The present work defines a simple behavioral paradigm to evaluate spatial representation in rats. In two experimental conditions differing in the richness of distal visual cues, rats learned to locate a food goal in a cross maze from various starting points. We conducted different challenges consisting of (i) reaching the same goal from a modified arrangement of the maze arms (geometric challenge), (ii) reaching the goal within a 90 degrees rotated maze, herein checking the use of a place strategy, and (iii) investigating the effect of central cholinergic blockade over the retention of the task. Results showed that rats needed 12-30 trials to learn a place response, depending upon the richness of the visual environment. The maze rotation did not produce any impairment whereas the geometric challenge affected the performance specifically under the visually richer environment. Scopolamine injection (i.p.) produced a significant impairment in place recognition. Our present work shows that this maze procedure constitutes a useful paradigm to assess learning and processing of a place representation by rats. Similarly to what has been shown in other popular maze paradigms, our results show that rats mostly rely on distal extra-maze cues to solve the task, but also compute intra-maze information.